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Jason Robert Brown (b. 1970)  "I Can Do Better Than That," from The Last Five Years
Sara Bareilles (b. 1979)  "What Baking Can Do," from Waitress
Alan Menken (b. 1949)  "A Change in Me," from Beauty and the Beast
Kristen Anderson-Lopez '94 (b. 1972)  "For The First Time in Forever," from Frozen
Robert Lopez (b. 1975)
Lin-Manuel Miranda (b. 1980)  "Burn," from Hamilton
Richard Rodgers (1902–1979)  "I Cain’t Say No," from Oklahoma!
Oscar Hammerstein II (1895–1960)
Adam Guettel (1964)  "The Beauty Is," from The Light in the Piazza
Mark Allen and Gaby Alter  "Lost in the Brass, ” from Band Geeks
Stephen Schwartz (b. 1948)  "The Wizard and I," from Wicked
Stephen Sondheim '50 (1930-2021)  "Not a Day Goes By," from Merrily We Roll Along
Alan Menken (b. 1949)  "I See the Light," from Tangled

Casey Monteiro '24, soprano; Cían McCarthy '26, tenor; Matthew Thomas, piano
Casey Monteiro is a senior Theatre and Psychology double major from Sudbury, Massachusetts. She has been singing as long as she can remember, and in elementary school, she performed in her first musical theatre production and never looked back. Growing up, she toured with The Friends of Broadway, an all-girls singing group that performed throughout New England singing pop and Broadway hits. Prior to Williams, Casey studied at Sharon Erman Vocal Studio in IVA technique and has been studying with Erin Casey since Fall 2020 at Williams. Erin has completely transformed Casey’s singing by practicing a classical approach to musical theatre repertoire. Erin and Paul introduced Casey to Opera, and she performed in two seasons of the Williams Opera Workshop during Winter Study. Outside of studying voice, Casey has performed in numerous Williams Theatre Department and Cap&Bells productions. She is Co-Artistic Director of Cap&Bells, a TA in the Dance Department, a Choreographer/Dancer in StuCo, a Campus Tour Guide, and a Coxswain on the Men’s Varsity Rowing Team. She is so thankful for all of the opportunities Williams has brought her and dedicates this recital to her friends and family who have been so encouraging and supportive along the way. Enjoy the show!
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